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A NOTE FROM ANDY

As we charge headlong into the year end, it’s almost inconceivable
that we have only three months left of 2021. Across many of our
global markets we hear from customers focusing in on end-of-year
results and looking to make a positive start to next year. Many are
exploring innovative ways to evolve their organizational culture to
answer the questions brought about by ‘Hybrid’ ways of working,
permanence of work from home, rising costs, and the challenges of
faced in the supply chain. All things that influence the most valued
asset in any business - their people.
In this copy of the Colebrook Bosson Saunders newsletter, we introduce you to some of our people,
share stories of who we are and what drives us to contribute to our ever evolving culture. We discuss why
pronouns are important and share a favorite recipe. We also explore products that help us gain a better
user experience when connecting with technology with a focus on products that provide excellent
ergonomic support on the move, keeping us engaged, productive and healthy.
Enjoy the read.
Thanks
Andy

Introducing Eddie,
Head of Marketing
& Brand
Hi All,
As the newest recruit to CBS I just wanted to say hello and thank
you for the warm welcome 😊

I’ve recently joined CBS from the world of Advertising and have spent the last 7 years working in agencies both
across Media Planning and Buying as well as Creative. I’ve had the pleasure of working across a variety of clients
and sectors within the Education, Recruitment and Youth Marketing industries and have most recently worked
within the Automotive industry on the Ford Motor Company account helping develop the Ford brand strategy
with the UK region to grow awareness their passenger cars and commercial vehicles as well as developed and
delivered through-the-line national and dealer communications for quarterly tactical promotions and national
dealer events to help drive vehicle sales.
Now that I’ve decided to crossover to the other side and explore the world client side, I’m excited to work with a
market leading company well known for its great designs and bridging the gap between technology and people.
With my skill set and experience I’m looking forward to developing marketing strategies to help CBS grow their
brand and market share and working closely with the dealer network to increase lead generation.
When my heads not deep in a notebook thinking of strategies you will usually find me throwing some shapes on
the dance floor (Beyonce, I await your call to be your backing dancer) or eating my way through the newest food
spots around the city.
Some (not so) interesting facts about me:
I was once invited to audition for Britain’s Got Talent. I thought it was a joke so didn’t follow up on the offer.
It’s probably for the best as it was the year Diversity won so there was no chance I would have made it
through.
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INTRODUCING EDDIE

Mixology Award
Night
The Mixology Awards are the undisputed
commercial interiors awards ceremony of the year.
We really enjoyed the event and it was a great
evening. It was nice being back together and meet
some familiar faces!

From the left; Richard Ripper, Ralitsa Todorova, Jamie Fitzgerald, Andriani Gunadi and Jamie Blackwell
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MIXOLOGY AWARD NIGHT

Celebrate Your
Pronouns
At CBS, human-orientation is at the heart of everything we
do. Fostering an environment for ideas, perspectives and
open-minded discussions have shaped us into an innovative
company we are today. Diversity & Inclusion has been a big
part of our core company values, we believe everyone is
extraordinary in their own way regardless of their gender or
sexuality.
In October, we celebrate International Pronouns Day, a
dedicated day for us all to make respecting, sharing, and
educating about personal pronouns commonplace. Referring
to people by the pronouns they determine for themselves is
basic to human dignity.

What are personal pronouns and why do they matter?
Often, people make assumptions about the gender of another person based on the person’s appearance or
name. These assumptions aren’t always correct, and the act of making an assumption (even if correct) sends
a potentially harmful message -- that people have to look a certain way to demonstrate the gender that they
are or are not. Using someone’s correct personal pronouns is a way to respect them and create an inclusive
environment, just as using a person’s name can be a way to respect them.
In the business world, some people would include their personal pronouns in their email signatures as their
way of saying “when you refer to me using pronouns (opposed to by my name), these are the pronouns I'd
like for you to use.”
Examples:
He/him/his: used for someone who says they identify as male or masculine.
She/her/hers: used for someone who says they identify as female or feminine.
They/them/theirs: used for someone who doesn't particularly identify with neither female nor male pronouns.
If you’re interested to learn more about personal pronouns, you may find more resources here.
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CELEBRATE YOUR PRONOUNS

Charging & Illuminating
Lolly, a pared-back table lamp with an integrated USB charging station. The simple yet functional lamp is available
in a black or white finish and works equally well as a desk or bedside lamp.
Lolly comes equipped with a standard USB port, along with a USB-C port, which is being used with newer devices,
meaning the design is keeping pace with technology. The design comes with a long cable so the light can be
manoeuvred around and the head can be adjusted to different angles, although it’s designed to tilt just below eye
level, reducing glare and eye strain. It also has a four-stage dimmer for adjusting brightness.
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LOLLY LIGHT

Oripura Laptop Stand User Reviews
“I love it! It helps me keep a good posture while I work.
Not to mention it’s light and so easy to take with me!”
(Lisa, UK)
“It works really well, I’m very happy with it”
(Erik, South Africa)

“The Oripura is so helpful for students, and also with a nice
and comfortable design”
(Carlos, Mexico)

“My Oripura stand is standing tall and easing my neck ache!”
(Peiyun, Singapore)

“The Oripura laptop stand is minimalist in design which I like.”
(Gladyz, Philippines)

“I bring Oripura everywhere! Can sense my body feeling
different & better after using it for a while, less body ache and I finish my tasks faster.”
(Cintia, Hong Kong)
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ORIPURA REVIEWS

Meet Cecil, a hard working
creative with a passion for
analogue photography

Meet Alex Cecil, our Marketing Manager for APMEA. Cecil's hard working and creative attitude have made her a
brilliant addition to not only the Marketing department, but the wider CBS team. Based in the beautiful city of Hong
Kong, Cecil has long been passionate about expressing her creative side through the art of photography, specifically
analogue photography.

What type of photography are you interested in and
what attracted you to analogue film over digital?
“I am between portraits and street snap. This is completely
personal, only because I feel more inspired and connected when
it comes to individual and urban atmospheres”. And regarding
her passion for analogue photography “Definitely the beauty of
uncertainty and unknown, AKA – surprises. For film
photography, you can never preview your work, all you can do is
put all your heart into the shooting, and try to do everything
right and hope for the best to come. It happened once or twice
that I forgot to put film in at all [laughter].”
Photography is all about light! Regardless of whether it is digital
or film, light plays an important role. Light is comprised of
particles called photons, these photons will bounce off of
different objects changing their frequency, allowing our eyes
and cameras to see the world, and all its colours and tones.
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In a digital camera a sensor will identify the photons
that are coming in and display the appropriate
amount of coloured pixels.
An analogue camera is slightly different, photons are
diverted towards film, inducing a chemical reaction,
and only in the development process will the image
finally be revealed. Analogue photography therefore
requires greater patience, not only because the
photographer needs more set-up time, but also
because their creation won’t be revealed until the
end of the development process.

PEOPLE BEHIND CBS

FUNDRAISING FOR
PROSTATE CANCER UK
Jamie Blackwell, our Account Manager at CBS was taking part in the Big Golf Race on august this year to
fundraise for Prostate Cancer UK along with his two friends, Jamie and George.
The trio did great and managed to raise over £1200 for Prostate Cancer UK, which is a fantastic achievement and
a huge well done to them!
The journey started at the Chestfield Downs golf Club at 5am. After the first round, they walked back round the
course for another 18 holes at 9am, 1pm and then the final round was at 5pm.
This meant that they walked an equivalent of a full marathon, played 72 holes and were on the move for the best
part of 17 hours.
This effort in fundraising was to bring awareness for worthwhile cause, prostate cancer which is now the most
commonly diagnosed cancer in the UK, killing one man every 45 minutes in the UK. That's the same time it takes
to play three holes of golf.
More info on The Big Golf Race
0088

F EFAUTNUDRREADI SPI NR GO JEEVCE TNST

CHESTNUT STUFFED CHICKEN
ROLL WITH TRUFFLE SAUCE
SERVES 4

During the autumn months, especially since Halloween is just around the corner, Cecil our Marketing Manager for APMEA wanted to
share a delicious receipe perfect for any dinner partiy! We hope you enjoy it as much as we did and follow the below instructions.

INGREDIENTS
600 gram boneless chicken thigh fillets
30 chestnuts
8 shiitake mushrooms
1 onion
20 slides radishes
20 slides pumpkin
Seasoning
A little bit of comprehensive Italian spices
Sea salt
Black pepper
Truffle sauce

STEP 1
To prepare the stuffing, cut onion into shreds, cut chestnuts into half, and slice shiitake
mushrooms. Put a tablespoon of oil in a pot, add onions, stir-fry for about 20 seconds,
then add chestnuts, mushrooms, add salt and black pepper, and fry until the onions
caramelised.
STEP 2
1.To prepare the chicken thigh, trim off any fat from the chicken breasts then butterfly,
flatten the thigh to about 1cm thickness. (Be careful not to break the chicken apart).
STEP 3
1.Season the chicken thigh with a pinch of sea salt and black pepper. Place the chicken
thigh steak flat on chopping board, place the stuffing in an even row across the middle of
the chicken. Roll the chicken tightly over the stuffing. Keep rolling so the chicken encases
the stuffing and is shaped into a roll. Then use a string to tie it firmly and ensure the stuffing
will not fall out during pan frying.
STEP 4
Add olive oil to a large fry pan over medium heat. When it starts to bubble, put the chicken
roll in the pan, season and sear until golden brown on each side (about 15 minutes).
STEP 5
Remove chicken roll from the pan, cut into even slices and serve immediately with the
readymade truffle sauce and roasted seasonal vegetables.

